In his paper 4] Steel asked whether there can exist a normal measure U on a cardinal such that P + Ult(V; U):
Strong ultrapowers
It is a standard fact that if is P 2 -hypermeasurable then there existsẼ a coherent non-overlapping sequence of extenders such that L Ẽ ] GCH + there exists a ( ; ++ )-extender E with V +2 Ult(V; E):
We will take advantage of this added structure in the proof. This last fact will enable us to transfer generics for su ciently dense forcings along maps extending k (see 2] for detailed proofs of the necessary facts).
The construction will be in two steps, with the rst step providing a generic object for use in the second step; each step is a \Reverse Easton" iteration of length + 1. For a treatment of this style of forcing see Baumgartner's paper 1], from which we will quote facts about Reverse Easton forcing as we need them.
The rst step Our aim in this step is to force so as to produce a model V with the following properties. 
We will let
We need to check that M is the ultrapower of V by a ( ; ++ )-extender, that V +2 M , and that { : V ! N is in fact the ultrapower of V by f X j 2 | (X) g. by adding a generic (namely i(g 2 )) for forcing so closed that it adds no new antichains in { (Q).
We have found V and F as desired, so the rst step of the construction is complete.
The second step
To avoid having unwanted asterisks decorating every model and embedding we re-initialise our notation; our new starting assumptions are 
It is at this point that we need to do something new, as P is not closed enough to permit transfer of g along j, i. What saves us is the generic object F 2 V for the forcing i(Q), where Q = Add( ; ++ ) V .
Let us de ne in V a partial ordering _ P=P . The members of this partial ordering are canonical terms in V P for members of P, and they are ordered by _ _ () P _ _ P _ :
We refer the reader to 2] for proofs of the following facts. The last hurdle to be overcome is that, since X was obtained by these underhand means, there is no guarantee that j\g X. Hence we may not be able to lift the embedding j to get a map from
The cure for this is to notice that for each condition p 2 X jdom(p) \ j\ The proof of theorem 1 is complete.
2 Long core models
We use the theory of core models for non-overlapping extender sequences; we refer the reader to 3] for an overview of this theory. We work under the blanket assumption that there is no inner model of a strong cardinal; this is harmless, as we are aiming to get an inner model of a much weaker hypothesis. We will use the following facts about inner models and core models. We use \extender sequence" as shorthand for \non-overlapping coherent extender sequence". The author would like to thank Alessandro Andretta for drawing this problem to his attention.
